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Abstract
Culture is an old debate in literature and social science,

without culture no society exists and it cannot function at

all. In this  article a  study  of  the  theory  of  Pakistan's

culture is conducted and tried to identify the influences of

subcontinent elements on this Islamic culture.  Pakistan

needs clear and valid concept of its  culture so that new

generation can  own it  and  accept this  culture  as their

identity. We as Pakistani should acknowledge and accept

the local and native factors and influences on our culture

becuse  it  was ultimate result  of  our geographic factors 

this point is the core debate of this article.




  




    


  






















  
 

 













 


  




















  





  



  



 




























 


 




 







 
  








 


  




















 
 






  




























 

     
 

    
   

  





